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	A number of people directly or indirectly influenced my work and I amgrateful

	for their contributions.





	Norbert Ihrig made my early years in school a worthwhile experience and without

	him my way would have been much harder.





	Gregor Snelting proposed an interesting master thesis to me and, thus, opened

	up the subsequent opportunity for a research position at the institute for “Praktische

	Informatik” at the Darmstadt University of Technology. I enjoyed his lectures

	and am thankful for his continued support.





	Thilo Kielman introduced me to the world of being a scientist. I owe him many

	hints, paper reviews, and enjoyable hours.





	Alberto Pardo was my roommate over a long period and shared many stimulating

	discussions with me. I would like to express my gratitude for his ever present

	willingness to help and for a lot of advice in the areas of calculi and algebras. He

	and Nick Dyson helped to improve the chapter on functional programming.





	John Sargeant invested considerable effort to discuss the Void Value pattern

	with me and provided useful information on UFO.

	Dirk Koschorek provided invaluable last minute advice on SMALLTALK.

	Many scientists, who I had the honor to meet at workshops or conferences, discussed

	aspects of my work with me and made me reflect about it.





	Gillian L. Lovegrove and J ¨ urgen Ebert accepted to be external examiners and

	I am indebted to their timely efforts. I would like to thank J ¨ urgen Ebert for his

	invitation to the “Bad Honnef” workshop series and for his personal interest in my

	work.





	Finally, I would like to express my gratitude to my thesis supervisor Wolfgang

	Henhapl. He gave me all the freedom I could wish for and stimulated my work on

	several occasions. He asked the question to which function objects present an answer

	and challenged me to conceive the Translator design. Numerous discussions

	with him created an abundance of insights for me.





	I am honestly grateful to the nameless cosmic particles that hit me when I had

	the idea of function objects, to replace Nil with a type specific value, to solve the

	forces of internal and external iteration with multiple consumable intermediate

	streams, to express functional ideas by devising a pattern system, and to rethink

	the roles of languages and their environments based on the notion of tiles.
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SAP ERP Financial Accounting and Controlling: Configuration and Use ManagementApress, 2015

	SAP ERP modules are notoriously hard to configure and use effectively without a lot of practice and experience. But as SAP ERP Financial Accounting and Controlling: Configuration and Use Management shows, it doesn't have to be so difficult. The book takes a systematic approach that leads SAP...
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Finding the Voice of the River: Beyond Restoration and ManagementPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This book addresses societal relationships to river systems, highlighting many unexplored possibilities in how we know and manage our rivers. 

	
		
			Brierley contends that although we have good scientific understanding of rivers, with remarkable prospect for profound improvements to river condition, management...
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iExec Enterprise Essentials Companion GuideCisco Press, 2008
iExec Enterprise Essentials Companion Guide is the official print companion  to the Cisco® Entrepreneur Institute’s  new iExec Enterprise Essentials curriculum—innovative IT-related business education designed to help you transform organizations through the strategic use of IT and Internet applications. Working...
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Macromedia Dreamweaver 8 : Training from the SourceMacromedia Press, 2006
Learn by doing! The lessons in this book guide you step-by-step through the creation of a project Web site, "Yoga Sangha." With Macromedia's official guide, you'll learn how to use the leading, best-selling Web editor and gain a thorough understanding of how you can use Dreamweaver 8 to effectively manage and maintain Web sites, develop...
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Mastering Autodesk Inventor 2015 and Autodesk Inventor LT 2015: Autodesk Official PressSybex, 2014

	A comprehensive guide to Autodesk Inventor and Inventor LT


	This detailed reference and tutorial provides straightforward explanations, real-world examples, and practical tutorials that focus squarely on teaching Autodesk Inventor tips, tricks, and techniques. The book also includes a project at the beginning to help those...
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Engineering Noise Control: Theory and PracticeCRC Press, 2003

	The third edition of Engineering Noise Control has been thoroughly revised, updated and extended. Each chapter contains new material, much of which is not available elsewhere. The result is a comprehensive discussion of the theoretical principles and concepts of acoustics and noise control, a detailed discussion of the hearing...
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